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Haas Storyboard
We praise the Lord as I (Andrew) rebuild leg strength
after last year’s hip replacements and bond with male
coworkers on 30-minute walks. After Christmas in
Maryland with my parents, we started the new year
with a week of sabbath, and both committed to deeper
practice of various spiritual disciplines and regular
exercise for our mind, body and soul.

Buddhist Series Updates
MOTION is almost halfway done producing the 20-part animated Bible series for Buddhists,
which now has an official title, Journey to Hope. Below is a screenshot from Episode 3: Fall. 

We have many openings on our team and rejoice in the recent recruitment of Alec Given as
an animator for 12 months. He’s a recent grad from Purdue, where he studied computer
graphics technology. He’s raising his personal support, and will join us when fully funded. We
hope he can help with production in the spring. To support Alec with a one-time gift, visit
twr.org/given. Any amount will help, and we also appreciate prayers. After a year on the
team, we would like him to continue long-term.

Miami Spring Break Ministry
Our local church asked us both to serve with the college ministry from March 9 - 16 on its
spring break trip. We will support the outreach in practical ways, like helping drive through
the night (Miami is about 14 hours from Raleigh), preparing meals and having conversations
as needed with the students as they process daily discipleship ministry and long-term calling.

https://www.twrmotion.org/bbs
https://www.twr.org/given


We Have a Podcast

MOTION has produced two episodes so far, about 30 minutes each. Last year, the premiere
titled Cultivating Digital Roads in Russia was released. Andrew was interviewed for the second
episode about a project that began a couple of years ago when a European woman asked to
produce Share the Story with a team of Muslims. She can no longer live in South Asia but built
a strong relationship with her team over the years. They respect stories from our “holy book”
and appreciate that this translation and production helps to preserve their minority language
in a remote corner of the world. Visit twrmotion.org/news to find these and other episodes
in the future. 

Family Time in the Kitchen
As our parents age, we want to maximize our time together to honor them more. The best
times were taking them to local restaurants and helping clean out the basement. In January,
my dad began to experience some health problems so we appreciate your prayers for Louie,
especially his kidneys and heart.
Also in January, Holly’s parents drove up from South Carolina to help remodel the kitchen.
David Beech patiently showed Andrew things like how to cut a hole in the new counter for
the new sink. 

Several steps in the process took much longer than expected, but those momentary
frustrations melted into fond memories, and we feel gratitude every time we walk into our
new kitchen.
                           Blessings,
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